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Abstract—Some learners couldn’t get ideal learning results from distance 
education, to find out the root of this problem, their learning behavior and 
initiative should be analyzed in real time. However, in existing research results, 
the collected distance learning behavior data of learners are not pertinent 
enough, the extraction methods of big data are not proper enough, and the 
analysis models of learning behavior are not scientific enough. For these 
reasons, this paper analyzed the autonomous learning behavior of learners 
during distance reading based on big data, and gave the analysis contents and 
methods. In the text, a sequence diagram transformation method that is self-
adaptive to long and short sequences had been introduced to process the 
learning behavior data of learners, who were then classified according to the 
features of different autonomous learning behavior sequences. Then, an 
attribute reduction algorithm based on improved Bayesian fuzzy rough set was 
adopted for attribute reduction, and the behavior indexes that are closely related 
to the autonomous learning effect of learners were selected for correlation 
analysis. After that, this paper proposed a method for detecting non-
autonomous learning behavior based on multiple time scales, combining short-
term autonomous learning pattern with long-term autonomous learning 
behavior and resource access behavior, this paper also analyzed the typical 
autonomous learning pattern of learners through the learning of hidden layer 
features. At last, experimental results proved the effectiveness of the proposed 
analysis method. 

Keywords—big data, distance reading instruction, autonomous learning, 
behavior analysis, rough set 

1 Introduction 

As the learning requirements of learners are growing constantly, the traditional 
education mode is being updated accordingly, the emerging distance education is a 
convenient method but it has a few shortcomings in terms of interaction and 
supervision, so it has certain limitations in real applications of intensive training and 
practice, and the teaching of reading is a typical example [1-7]. As the processing 
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technologies of big data are advancing in recent years, new modes of distance 
education are being developed further [8-12]. The newly developed distance 
education courses can provide multifarious learning resources and teaching assistant 
services, which can well adapt to the requirements of different learning scenarios [13-
18]. However, some learners couldn’t get ideal learning results from distance 
education [19-23]. During the course teaching process, some learners choose to give 
up halfway, and some can only keep a low learning efficiency. To solve these 
problems with distance education, it’s necessary to analyze their learning behavior 
and initiative in real time.  

Tjhin [24] studied the behavior pattern of online learning users in Indonesia, 
especially that of student users, to find the most suitable and invigorative learning 
resources for students while improving the difficulty of the learning materials at the 
same time. Their research data were collected from a private university in Indonesia, 
730 student users were selected from 3870 online course users and taken as samples. 
At present, distance education and e-learning are popular technologies, and the use of 
the monitoring system allows teachers to evaluate students' learning status; Dow et al. 
[25] carried out experiment to demonstrate the feasibility and effectiveness of the 
monitoring system, and the results showed that with the help of this system, students’ 
academic performance had been improved, abnormal learning phenomena became 
less, and the monitoring system had provided teachers with a simple interface to 
instruct their students and improve their academic performance. In recent years, the 
Internet has become an important learning environment for modern students, and it 
has overcome the constraints of time and space, Chang [26] constructed an EL-RFM 
model to measure learners' learning motivation, based on the results of the model, 
teachers can formulate better learning strategies to attract students' interest in 
learning. Based on the learning data of cadre platform courses of Chongqing Electric 
Power College, Chen [27] studied the relationship between the characteristics of 
students and their online learning behavior, the differences in the learning behavior of 
cadres were analyzed from several aspects including age, gender, title, unit, number 
of logins, number of learning, learning completion situation, correlation between 
gender, title, and elective courses, and correlation between age, title, and elective 
courses. Umbleja and Ichino [28] constructed a model for predicting students’ final 
exam performance and completion time based on students’ behavior in the past; the 
modeling process applied the data mining technology, regression analysis, principal 
component analysis, and the hierarchical clustering of the data of the symbol 
histogram.  

After reviewing relevant literatures, it’s found that the research on the learning 
behavior analysis of learners in the big data environment is still in an initial stage. the 
collected distance learning behavior data of learners are not pertinent enough, the 
extraction methods of big data are not proper enough, and the analysis models of 
learning behavior are not scientific enough. For these reasons, this paper analyzed the 
autonomous learning behavior of learners during distance reading based on big data. 
The second chapter gave the analysis contents and methods. The third chapter 
introduced a sequence diagram transformation method that is self-adaptive to long 
and short sequences to process the learning behavior data of learners, who were then 
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classified according to the features of different autonomous learning behavior 
sequences. The fourth chapter adopted an attribute reduction algorithm based on 
improved Bayesian fuzzy rough set for attribute reduction, and selected behavior 
indexes that are closely related to the autonomous learning effect of learners for 
correlation analysis. The fifth chapter proposed a method for detecting non-
autonomous learning behavior based on multiple time scales, combined the short-term 
autonomous learning pattern with long-term autonomous learning behavior and 
resource access behavior, and analyzed the typical autonomous learning mode of 
learners through the learning of hidden layer features. At last, experimental results 
proved the effectiveness of the proposed analysis method.  

2 Contents and methods of behavior analysis of learners' 
autonomous learning in distance reading 

Learners’ learning behavior on distance reading instruction platforms includes 
various activities such as: select reading content, carry out teaching links, review and 
take exams, and reflect and summarize, specifically, the activities include: read texts 
and browse catalogue, teach reading content and students’ learning experience, 
interpret reading texts according to learning situations, understand the teaching 
process, select course, withdraw course, arouse and supplement students' reading 
ability, instruct students to master new reading skills, organize students to 
communicate and share reading and learning experiences, take class notes, take online 
notes, post on forum, finish homework, review the teaching content of reading 
appreciation, understand reading rules and strategies, master the reading method of 
combining reading with writing, take exams and evaluate, understand “language 
tastes” and “reading with emotions”, as shown in Figure 1.  

 
Fig. 1. Learning behavior on distance reading instruction platforms 
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This paper discussed the driving force of autonomous learning behavior analysis 
from three angles: analysis method, teaching subjects of distance reading instruction, 
and autonomous learning behavior and resources, as shown in Figure 2. Figure 3 
shows the specific research contents and methods of learners’ autonomous learning 
behavior in distance reading based on big data, see below. 

 
Fig. 2. The driving force of autonomous learning behavior analysis of distance reading learners 

 
Fig. 3. Research contents and methods 
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be summarized and analyzed preliminarily, however, the analysis results couldn’t 
support real-time online processing of distance education, and the behavior 
distribution of similar groups couldn’t be mastered quickly. The objective of this 
study is to reasonably classify distance reading learners with different autonomous 
learning behavior sequence features. Since there’re great differences in the length of 
the behavior sequences of learners, in order to meet the requirements of fast response 
for unsupervised tasks, this paper introduced a sequence diagram transformation 
method that is self-adaptive to long and short sequences to process the behavior data 
of learners.  

Assuming: E represents a dataset of learner behavior sequences; in the dataset, e 
represents a random behavior sequence composed of letter set u, and it satisfies eÎE; 
behavior sequence e may contain one or more letters in u, for example, E is composed 
of elements in Φ={A, B, C, D, E}; wherein the length of e is denoted as K(e), and the 
size of K(e) is the number of learner behavior events in e; in e, the value of the letter 
at position k in the sequence is denoted as ek, wherein k=1,...,K(e) and ekÎΦ. 

In order to extract the information of the relation between letter elements, this 
paper adopted the sequence diagram transformation method to extract the relative 
position information of the elements. Assuming: ξ(e)vu represents the relationship 
between elements, the elements that need to be extracted satisfy vÎΦ and uÎΦ; η is a 
hyper-parameter with element distance λ as input and ρ as adjuster, which can be 
denoted as ηρa(λ), and it can measure the size of the impact of two letter element 
positions; ξ is a function of η. Taking η(λ(k,n)) as an example, k and n are the 
positions of learner behavior events, and λ(k,n) is the distance measure between 
positions k and n. Figure 4 shows the geometric meaning of function η(λ(k,n)). 

In order to apply the sequence diagram transformation algorithm, function η needs 
to satisfy three conditions: ηρa(λ)>0, ∂ηρa(λ)/∂λ<0, ∂ηρa(λ)/∂ρ<0. This paper selected 
the exponential function as the expression form of function η, that is: 

  (1) 

During the execution of the sequence diagram transformation algorithm, the 
number and position of the paths between two pending learner behavior events were 
counted first and then stored. The storage space was an asymmetric matrix Γ with a 
size of |Φ|×|Φ|. The relative position information of all five (v, u) pairs was stored in 
Γvu, in all these stored position relationships, v and u were always in this sequence that 
u is behind v, then there is: 

  (2) 

Figure 5 shows the visualization of the relative positions of function η(λ(k, n)). In 
Γvu, the relative position information of each (v, u) pair would affect relationship ξ 
between elements v and u. When applying the sequence diagram transformation 
algorithm, in order to obtain the ξ function of the feed-forward behavior sequence e, 
this paper clustered and standardized the values of the distance measure function of 
each pair of letter element positions. Assuming ξ(e)=[ξvu(e)] represents the applied 
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sequence diagram transformation features of the sequence, and it satisfies v, uÎΦ, 
then, if the feature extraction result is sensitive to the length of the autonomous 
learning behavior sequences of learners, then there is: 

  (3) 

If the feature extraction result is not sensitive to the length of the autonomous 
learning behavior sequences of learners, then there is: 

  (4) 

 
Fig. 4. The geometric meaning of function η(λ(k,n)) 

 
Fig. 5. Visualization of the relative positions of function η(λ(k,n)) 
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The inclusion degree of classical sets |ID(X∩Y)=|X∩Y/|X||, |X|≠Ø describes the 
proportion of elements contained both in sets X and Y in set X.  

Let Ω be a finite non-empty set, Q=[0,1], ζ is any implication, the mapping 
W:G(Ω)×G(Ω)→Q is called the fuzzy inclusion degree, wherein Q∀X,YÎG(Ω): 

  (5) 

W(X,Y) is called the fuzzy inclusion degree (ζ) of X with respect to Y, wherein for 
ζ, it’s selected that ζ(X(a),Y(a))=1˄(1-X(a)+Y(a)), and E(X)={aÎΩ|X(a)>0} is a 
support set of fuzzy set X. 

Let Ω be a finite non-empty universe of discourse, χ={D1,D2,…,Dl} is a fuzzy 
cover of Ω, and it is also a division of Ω about Di(i=1,2,...,l); W is the fuzzy inclusion 
degree, R=(G(Ω), χ, W) is called a fuzzy inclusion approximation space. ∀AÎG(Ω) 
takes O(χ1)=|χ1|/|Ω| and O(A)=maxi(O(χ1)), wherein i=1, 2,...,s and O(A)Î(0.5,1), then, 
the lower approximation RO(A)(A) is RO(A)(A)=È{DiÎχ|W(Di,A)≥O(A)}, and the upper 
approximation R1-O(A)(A) is R1-O(A)(A)=È{DiÎχ|W(Di,A)>1-O(A)}. 

The positive domain of the improved Bayesian fuzzy rough set model is defined as 
AR+(A)=RO(A)(A)=È{DiÎχ|W(Di,A)≥O(A)}; the boundary domain is defined as 
ARBO(A)=È{DiÎχ|1-O(A)<W(Di,A)<O(A)}, and the negative domain is defined as AR-

(A)=È{DiÎχ|W(Di,A)≤1-O(A)}. 
Let FD=(Ω,X,P,g) be a fuzzy information decision-making system, wherein 

Ω={a1,a2,...,am}. Fuzzy attribute set Y={y1,y2,....,yn}, Y⊆X, then the similarity of 
elements ai and aj with respective to attribute set Y is SY=(ai,aj)=1-(1/n∑nl=1(ail,ajl)2)1/2, 
where ai and aj are regarded as fuzzy sets on attribute set Y; ail represents the 
membership degree of element ai to fuzzy attribute yl, SY is called the fuzzy similar 
relationship of Y, the similarity class [ai]SY of ai can be denoted as [ai]Y, wherein 
i=1,2,...,m, it is called the fuzzy information grain induced by fuzzy similar 
relationship SY or the attribute set Y. 

Let FD=(Ω,X,P,g) be a fuzzy information decision-making system, 
Ω={a1,a2,...,am}, X=DÈW; D is a conditional attribute set; W is a decision attribute 
set; Y⊆D; SY and SW are respectively the fuzzy similar relationships of Y and W; there 
are Ω/Y={Y1,Y2,...,Ym} and Ω/W={W1,W2,...,Wm}, wherein Yi=[ai]Y, Wj=[aj]W, and 
i,j=1,2,...,m. χ={D1,D2,…,Dl} is a fuzzy cover of Ω; WG is the fuzzy set inclusion 
degree on Ω, and R=(G(Ω),χ,W) is called the fuzzy inclusion approximation space, ∀A
∈G(Ω) takes O(A)=maxi(O(χi)), wherein i=1,2,...,m and O(Al)Î(0.5,1); then, the O(A) 
lower approximate distribution YO(A)(W) and the 1-O(A) upper approximate 
distribution Y1-O(A)(W) of decision attribute set W with respect to the conditional 
attribute set Y are respectively YO(A)(W)={YO(A)(W1),YO(A)(W2),...,YO(A)(Wm)} and Y1-
O(A)(W)={Y1-O(A)(W1),Y1-O(A)(W2),...,Y1-O(A)(Wm)}. 

Where, YO(A)(Wj)=È{YiÎΩ/Y|WG(Yi,Wj)≥O(A)}, and Y1-O(A)(Wj)=È{YiÎΩ/Y|WG 
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respect to Y, αO(A)Y(W)=SR(ARBO-O(A)Y(W))/|Ω is called the O(A) dependency degree of 
|W| on Y, or it can be called the O(A) support degree of Y to W. 

Let Ω be a non-empty universe of discourse, Ω={a1,a2,...,am}, R=(G(Ω),χ,W) is a 
fuzzy inclusion approximation space, X,YÎG(Ω), ω(X,Y)=(1/mΣmi=1(X(ai)-Y(aj))2)1/2 is 
the degree of separation between X and Y, and 0≤ω(X,Y)≤1. 

The relative importance degree is defined below using the degree of separation. Let 
FD=(Ω,X,P,g) be a fuzzy information decision-making system, X=DÈW, D is a 
conditional attribute set, W is a decision attribute set, Y⊆D, ω is the degree of 
separation, O(A)Î(0.5,1), then the O(A) importance degree of yÎY relative to W in Y 
is IMP1O(A) (y,Y,W)=impj{ω(YO(A)(Wj)},Y-yO(A)(Wj))}, the O(A) importance of dÎD 
relative to W in D is IMP1O(A)(d,D, W)=impj{ω(DO(A)(Wj)},D-dO(A)(Wj))} and the O(A) 
importance of yÎD-Y relative to W with respect to Y is IMP2O(A) (y,Y, 
W)=impj{ω(YÈyO(A)(Wj),YO(A)(Wj))}. The totality of O(A) necessary attributes with a 
precision τ in D relative to W can be called the τ-precision core of D relative to W, 
namely PKO(A)(D,W,τ).  

Let FD=(Ω,X,P,g) be a fuzzy information decision-making system, X=D∪W, D is 
a conditional attribute set, W is a decision attribute set, Y⊆D, 0<τ<1, O(A)Î(0.5,1). If 
Y satisfies impj{ω(DO(A)(Wj)}, YO(A)(Wj))}≤τ, impiO(A)(y,Y,W)=impj{ω(YO(A)(Wj),Y-
yO(A)(Wj))}>τ, then Y is called the 2-precision approximate reduct of D relatve to W. 

5 The screening of non-autonomous learning behavior of 
distance reading learners 

The screening of non-autonomous learning behavior can help distance education 
platforms quickly locate the potential non-autonomous learning behavior and 
determine whether a learner has such behavior. If the learner does have the non-
autonomous learning behavior, the teacher of distance reading can quickly detect it 
and help the platform to correct the learning pattern of the learner and recommend 
appropriate reading resources to the learner. As for the autonomous learning behavior, 
the reasons for the changes in the abnormal behavior of learners could be analyzed to 
provide support for subsequent resource recommendation and decision-making of 
reading instruction services. To this end, this paper set up a non-autonomous learning 
behavior detection scenario, aiming to filter the learners through the big data analysis 
of learning behavior and help distance education platforms and teachers to carry out 
future works. This paper proposed a non-autonomous learning behavior detection 
method based on multiple time scales, combining short-term autonomous learning 
pattern with long-term autonomous learning behavior and resource access behavior, 
this paper analyzed the typical autonomous learning pattern of learners through the 
learning of hidden layer features. In the text, the learners were divided from coarse-
grained and fine-grained perspectives, and combined with the preset outlier index to 
screen the non-autonomous learning behavior of learners.  

The monthly data of learners’ autonomous learning behavior were subjected to 
short time scale analysis, the semester data of learners’ autonomous learning behavior 
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were combined with the results of short time scale and then subjected to the long time 
scale analysis.  

  (6) 

  (7) 

  (8) 

In the short time scale analysis, this paper adopted the restricted Boltzmann 
machine for hidden variable learning, so as to obtain the features of the non-
autonomous learning behavior of learners which are usually difficult to find. The 
training input was a 120-dimensional vector of the daily data of learners’ autonomous 
learning, and the short time scale analysis was adopted further for the cluster analysis 
based on the n-dimensional hidden features output by the restricted Boltzmann 
machine. 

  (9) 

Assuming: r and f respectively represent the state vectors of the visible layer and 
the hidden layer of the restricted Boltzmann machine model; ES represents all training 
samples; the energy model RM was selected and the maximum KE was solved. To get 
the probability distribution of variables, suitable energy function could be selected 
based on the restricted Boltzmann machine model, and then the maximum likelihood 
estimation could be solved: 

   (10) 

  (11) 

This paper used the restricted Boltzmann machine model to learn the data of short 
time autonomous learning behavior and extract the learner's autonomous learning 
pattern from more angles. After the categories of autonomous learning behavior had 
been attained, the trained restricted Boltzmann machine model was reversely called 
for the features of category cluster centers, and the monthly data curve of the learners’ 
learning behavior were learned through the reconstruction of hidden layer features, 
and the typical pattern of learners’ autonomous learning behavior for one week was 
obtained.  

Assuming: AVmi represents the average distance from a normal point of 
autonomous learning behavior to the data points in a certain category; AVY-min 
represents the minimum value of the average distance from a normal point of 
autonomous learning behavior to the data points in other categories; and AVN-min 
represents the minimum value of the average distance from an abnormal point of non-
autonomous learning behavior and all data points in different categories, in order to 
reduce the influence of the abnormal outlier points of non-autonomous learning 
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behavior on the clustering results, this paper defined an outlier index as shown in 
Formula 12: 

  (12) 

The larger the AVN-min and AVY-min, the smaller the AVmi, and the larger the outlier 
index of the learning behavior data of learners, which means that the distance from 
abnormal point of non-autonomous learning behavior and the category cluster is 
farther, and the constructed model showed a better effect in screening non-
autonomous learning behavior.  

6 Experimental results and analysis 

Figure 6 gives a visual comparison of the clustering results of distance reading 
learners. Under the condition of the same cluster number, the sequence diagram 
transformation method was used to extract the position information of the elements. 
Compared with other algorithms, the sequence diagram transformation method can 
better distinguish and express the features when being applied to the feature 
extraction of the autonomous learning behavior sequences of learners, and it can 
better adapt to the learning behavior sequences of different lengths. Therefore, with 
the help of this method, we can better classify the unlabeled learning behavior 
sequence data, and find more valuable types in behavior patterns such as learning 
style, behavior feature, and group behavior similarity. 

 
Fig. 6. Visual comparison of the clustering results of distance reading learners 

Then, this paper compared the restricted Boltzmann machine model with other 
clustering methods, including K-Means clustering, mean-shift clustering, and 
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DBSCAN clustering. Table 1 shows the performance comparison of these clustering 
algorithms. As can be seen from the data, the restricted Boltzmann machine model 
proposed in this paper outperformed other methods in terms of V_measure, AMI, 
ARI, and outlier index. The algorithm proposed in this paper was implemented based 
on hierarchical clustering. For the autonomous learning behavior of distance reading 
learners, the effect was relatively ideal in single classification scenario, but when the 
autonomous learning behavior was sub-divided further, the restricted Boltzmann 
machine model can cluster the outlier points of non-autonomous learning behavior to 
another cluster, therefore, if the influence of the outlier values of non-autonomous 
learning behavior is taken into consideration, the restricted Boltzmann machine model 
shows an obvious advantage in terms of the score of the outlier index. 

Table 1.  Performance comparison of different clustering algorithms  

Algorithm Mean Shift 
Clustering 

K-MEANS  
Clustering 

DBSCAN  
Clustering The proposed method 

Cluster number 15 13 11 12 
V_measure 0.7485 0.7628 0.8692 0.8152 
AMI 0.7629 0.7184 0.6295 0.7852 
ARI 0.3268 0.3928 0.6174 0.6283 
Outlier index 0.1526 0.4157 0.3292 0.8475 

When reclassifying the coarse-grained clustering results of autonomous learning 
behavior of distance reading learners based on the restricted Boltzmann machine 
model, the outlier points that are far from the cluster centers could also be screened 
according to the density of data points, and the outlier values could be defined as well. 
Table 2 summarizes the abnormal points of non-autonomous learning behavior 
detected in each category cluster and the information of possible causes. A total of 
112 abnormal learners had been filtered out by the restricted Boltzmann machine 
model, accounting for 9.51% of all learners. In all distance reading learner clusters, 
more or less, there were abnormal learners, and the main causes included learning 
motivation, self-efficacy, and distance education mode. 

Table 2.  Proportions of the causes of abnormal points of non-autonomous learning behavior 

Abnormal result Abnormal point Learning motivation Self-efficacy Distance education mode 
Cluster 1 2 1 3 2 
Cluster 2 5 3 1 4 
Cluster 3 9 7 5 2 
Cluster 4 3 1 5 8 
Cluster 5 22 8 2 4 
Cluster 6 16 12 9 5 
Cluster 7 19 6 2 8 
Cluster 8 13 9 5 1 
Cluster 9 18 14 1 3 
Cluster 10 5 8 1 1 
Total (%) 100% 63.5% 22.4% 14.1% 
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After abnormal learners were screened out, for different causes of abnormities, the 
corresponding intervention measures had been taken, and Table 3 compares the score 
of autonomous learning of learners before and after the intervention. As shown in 
above table, before intervention, for the question of whether the learners have made 
their own reading plans, the average score was 2.14, after the intervention, this score 
was 3.62. It can be seen that in terms of autonomously supplementing reading plans, 
the learners showed obvious improvement, the t-value was -12.47, the p-value was 
0.000, which was less than 0.01, indicating that the statistical results were 
significantly different. Before and after the intervention, for the question of whether 
the learners have set reading goals based on their own situations, the score changed 
from 2.95 to 3.74, the t-value was -9.638, and the p-value was 0.000, the difference 
was also significant. Before and after the intervention, for the question of whether the 
learners have adjusted their reading plans, the score changed from 2.71 to 4.85, the t-
value was -1.36, and the p-value was 0.001, the difference was also statistically 
significant. As intervention measures had been implemented, the learners’ score of 
reading time planning reached 3.2 points, indicating that their learning efficiency in 
reading had been improved obviously, the t-value was -12.629, the p-value was 0.001, 
indicating that the difference was statistically significant, too. In terms of the question 
of whether the learners have set learning goals based on reading proficiency 
improvement, the average score had increased by 1.37 points, the t-value was -11.482, 
the p-value was 0.000, the difference was significant as well. 

Table 3.  Comparison of the scores of autonomous learning of learners before and after 
intervention  

Question 
Do you have 

your own 
reading plan? 

Have you set 
reading goals 
based on your 
own situation? 

Have you 
adjusted your 
reading plan? 

Have you 
planned read-
ing time for 

yourself? 

Have you set learning 
goals based on read-
ing proficiency im-

provement? 

Item Pre-
test 

Post-
test Pre-test Post-test Pre-

test 
Post-
test 

Pre-
test 

Post-
test Pre-test Post-test 

Mean 2.14 3.62 2.95 3.74 2.71 4.85 2.63 3.2 2.58 3.95 
Standard 
deviation 0.63 1.25 0.95 1.48 0.75 1.37 0.51 1.84 0.69 1.38 

Average 
difference -1.58 -0.85 -1.36 -1.74 -1.86 

T -12.47 -9.638 -13.847 -12.629 -11.482 
P 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.001 0.000 

7 Conclusion 

This paper analyzed the autonomous learning behavior of distance reading learners 
based on big data, gave the analysis contents and methods, introduced a sequence 
diagram transformation method to process learner behavior data, and reasonably 
classified the learners with different autonomous learning behavior sequence features. 
In the text, an attribute reduction algorithm based on improved Bayesian fuzzy rough 
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sets was adopted for attribute reduction, and the behavior indexes were selected for 
correlation analysis. Then, this paper proposed a method for detecting non-
autonomous learning behavior based on multiple time scales, and analyzed the typical 
autonomous learning pattern of learners through the learning of hidden layer features. 
In the experimental results, this paper compared the clustering results of distance 
reading learners, and the performance of different clustering algorithms, and data 
proved that the proposed model outperformed other methods in terms of V_measure, 
AMI, ARI, and outlier index. After that, the causes of the abnormal points of non-
autonomous learning behavior and their proportions were given in a table; a total of 
112 abnormal learners had been filtered out, and the main causes included learning 
motivation, self-efficacy, and distance education mode. The scores of the learners' 
autonomous learning before and after the intervention were given and subjected to 
significance test, and the results demonstrated that the differences in learners in 5 
aspects before and after intervention were statistically significant. 
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